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Tackling the 
e-Invoicing Directive

Each and every year, millions of invoices flow between buyers, sellers, and the supply chain. 
And while there’s still quite a bit of paper floating around, e-Invoicing is building momentum.

Quite simply, e-Invoices are easier to process, reach destinations faster, and can be centrally 
stored at a relatively low cost. Perhaps that’s why the European e-Invoicing Service Providers 
Association estimates 1.9 billion e-Invoices were processed in 2017 alone. This represents a 
growth rate of nearly 23 percent over the previous year.

Across Europe, the issue of e-invoice integrity including origin and content first appeared in EU 
Directive 2006/112/EC on Value Added Tax (VAT). This directive specifically makes reference 
to advanced electronic signatures as a reliable approach to meet this need – guaranteeing 
authenticity and integrity of content by uniquely identifying the sender and protecting 
document contents.

This e-book is designed to explore the rise of electronic invoicing, look more closely at key 
e-Invoicing directives, and see how advanced electronic signatures can help.

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://transferwise.com/us/blog/what-is-an-electronic-invoice
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex%3A32006L0112
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex%3A32006L0112
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By most accounts, there’s a digital wave breaking across each and every industry. It’s being reported that 
40+ trillion gigabytes of data will need to be stored, managed, archived and secured before 2020.  Other 
reports indicate a 50-fold increase in data between 2010 and 2020. As electronic documents make it 
possible for organizations to save time and money and work more seamlessly than ever before, they make 
up a large percentage of this data.   

The growth of e-commerce continues to push this number forward, as buyers, sellers and suppliers can 
more conveniently conduct and complete transactions in digital format. In fact, analysts report consumers 
spent $517 billion online in the US alone during 2018. In Europe, e-commerce is also demonstrating 
double-digit growth. By the end of last year, the e-commerce market in that region was estimated at 602 
billion euros.

This means the infrastructure supporting electronic transactions must be not only strong, but reliable. One 
of the key drivers of this success is e-Invoicing. 

Chapter 1: “The Digital Wave”

Chapter 2: All about e-Invoicing

But as with all good things, the system also comes with distinct challenges. At the top of the list is 
consistency – as electronic bills are produced in a wide range of formats and standards. This restricts simple 
transfer of these documents and exchange of funds. There are also a wide array of rules across regions 
that govern the validity of e-Invoices. With a range of different standards necessary to adhere to legal, 
financial and administrative requirements for cross border transactions, it’s becoming extremely difficult 
to understand the core elements necessary to remain compliant. And last but not least is security. As the 
practice grows, so does the potential for misrepresentation and fraud.

That’s why the proliferation of standards governing e-Invoices – including format, storage, and process – is 
rising to the top of these conversations.

INVOICE

E-Invoicing is all about streamlining the business process – transforming the manual nature of payment and 
taxation. Some reports estimate the electronic approach can actually save as much as 80 percent over 
typical paper methods. 

Under this approach, invoices are submitted in electronic 
form via EDI, or by using a vendor portal linked into a 
supplier’s billing system. This enables several core benefits:

 - Faster transfer of funds, dramatically reducing  
invoice posting and payment.

 - Prevention of fraudulent invoices

 - Reduction in printing and postage expense

 - Streamlined processing fees, as electronic  
invoices link directly to a company’s  
payment and accounting infrastructure

 - Slimmer storage and system  
development expenses

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/article/us-ecommerce-sales/
https://ecommercenews.eu/ecommerce-in-europe-was-worth-e534-billion-in-2017/
https://transferwise.com/us/blog/what-is-an-electronic-invoice
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Chapter 3: Building a Standard

One of the top discussions surrounding e-Invoicing standards is European Union Directive 2014/55/
governing electronic invoicing. With this directive, a common standard is intended to reduce the complexity 
and legal uncertainty of e-Invoicing – making cross-border transactions easier. The Directive applies to EU 
public sector contracting authorities - requiring each to receive and process these documents in line with 
the standard.

And while the directive doesn’t mandate e-Invoicing, it does require all electronic invoices meet the 
standard always be accepted and processed. According to the European Commission, three of the major 
requirements for adoption of electronic billing must include a system to ensure:

 - Authenticity of Origin (confirmation of the invoice issuer)
 - Integrity of content
 - No changes from the time of issuance

And while these stipulations are specifically designed to monitor, track and discourage fraud – they raise 
significant challenges across the supply chain. Fortunately, the leading digital signature companies like 
GlobalSign have proactively identified the issue – and are actively responding.

Chapter 4: New Standards & Advanced Electronic Signatures

A trusted advanced electronic signature utilizes a digital identity verified by a public Certificate Authority 
(CA), such as GlobalSign. By linking the signer and exact time of document signing, it ensures nothing has 
been tampered with - easily and quickly verifying signatures as legitimate. 

These are far more than advanced electronic signatures. The solutions are supported by cryptographic 
technology - confirming documents are authentic from a reliable source. Users can interact with the 
signature and view the sender’s identity. Advanced electronic signatures are designed to ensure document 
integrity. Strong solutions also include time stamping to confirm when the signing took place.

Visible signature - click to view properties

Valid signature in status bar
Valid signature

Content integrity check

Trusted timestamp

More info about credential

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0055.
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GlobalSign Digital Signing Services (DSS) eliminate implementation barriers and lowers total costs. Unlike 
traditional document signing products requiring tokens or on premise hardware security modules (HSMs), 
GlobalSign's highly scalable and API-driven solution easily integrates with commercial and custom document 
workflow offerings. This makes it simple and cost-effective to safely and securely add publicly-trusted 
advanced electronic signatures to any existing process. With GlobalSign, companies can still keep pace with 
increased regulatory requirements to effectively perform in the world of electronic business.

Chapter 5: Stepping Up with Advanced Electronic Signatures

Companies like GlobalSign empower users to easily build advanced electronic signatures into compliant, 
e-invoicing processes.

GlobalSign's Digital Signing Service provides everything you need to apply legally 
admissible and compliant digital signatures in one-cloud based service

Digital signing for the 
hash of any document or 

other transaction

Private key storage 
on GlobalSign's 

cloud-based HSM

Signing certificate 
issuance

Trusted 
timestamping 

service

Revocation check 
included in response 

(required for long 
term validation)

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/lp/e-invoicing-directive-dss/
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Built on a highly-scalable, cloud-based PKI platform, GlobalSign powers publicly-trusted advanced electronic 
signatures while lowering barriers such as cost, maintenance, and internal expertise. GlobalSign handles 
all cryptographic components required for trusted signatures – such as signing, certificate issuance, key 
management, timestamping, and integrations with external verification services. The solution is also the 
most secure with no database of private keys to compromise and no documents stored – even in hashed 
form. 

GlobalSign is easily integrated with any electronic document workflow solution. Companies with existing 
offerings – custom or commercial – can quickly implement the service. Additionally, GlobalSign partners 
with a range of document workflow providers, making implementation even more painless. 

Removing some of the biggest barriers to advanced electronic signatures, these solutions finally make it 
possible for businesses of any size to optimize document workflows. Even more importantly, the solution 
lays the foundation to fully embrace all critical compliance standards – and adapt as they evolve.

Taking the Next Step

In this increasingly digital world, adoption and implementation of advanced electronic information is only set 
to rise.. This means companies must consistently meet and comply with emerging standards and regulations 
for e-Invoicing. GlobalSign is a trusted partner – helping you tackle these challenges, no matter where 
standards and regulations may lead.

Find out how GlobalSign can help. Learn about our Digital Signing Services – and how we power alignment 
with the EU e-Invoicing Directive! Let’s take the next step – together!

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/lp/e-invoicing-directive-dss/
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Want to find out more about Digital Signatures?

Visit our DSS Product page

GlobalSign US Office
Two International Drive
Suite 150, Portsmouth
New Hampshire 03801
Phone: 603-570-7060

Email: sales-us@globalsign.com

GlobalSign UK Office
Springfield House,

Sandling Road, Maidstone, 
Kent ME14 2LP

Phone: 01622 766766
Email: sales@globalsign.com

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/digital-signatures/cloud/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/digital-signatures/cloud/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
mailto:sales-us%40globalsign.com?subject=I%27m%20interested%20in%20learning%20about%20your%20IoT%20solutions
mailto:sales%40globalsign.com?subject=I%27m%20interested%20in%20learning%20about%20your%20IoT%20solutions
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